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AN INTEGRATIVE MODEL OF THE 
PERSONAL SELLING PROCESS 

H. Robert Dodge 
and 

David L. Kurtz 

Personal selling, a, contrasted with the generalized approach of adverti~-
ing, provides the opportunity to make tailor-made presentations to individual 
customers. To exploit 1hi~ unique advantage, compan} after compan} ha\ 
specialized and restrucwred its sales force around industry-membership for 
its customers and/or specific product usage pauerns. While specialization 
has produced increased sales and cu~tomcr satisfac1ion, the costs of personal 
selling have remained high, and in many cases. have accelerated. In this 
regard, Sales and Marketing Management ( 1989) reports a median cost per 
call in 1988 of $172 for consumer products, $218 for indu,trial products, 
and $201 for servkes. The respective increase, from 1986 are 45 percent, 22 
percent, and 24 percent. 

Past research has failed lO generate an ans11er to thi\ problem. The inter-
active research paradigms (Avila & Fern. I 986; Holbrocik & O'Shaughnes\y, 
1976; Reeve\ & Barksdale. 1984; Weitz, Sujan, & Sujan, 1986) have focused 
on the significant variables of sales performance defined in term, of the sale~ 
presentation. While important contribution, have been forthcoming, use of 
the models has failed 10 establi\h coherent re,earch program, in the an:a of 
personal selling that encompa\\ the entire procC\s and not juM the ~ales presen-
tation. Obviou\ly the success or failure of a salesperson does not hinge sole-
ly on in1eraction with the buyer, as research 10 date \\Ould suggest. Personal 
\Clling is an integrative proce~s with cu~lomcr analysis impacting prepara-
tion and pre~enlation, prepara1ion impacting prcsenta1ion, and presentation 
impacting the building of future ,ales. Thi'> calls for a reconceptualization 
of the ~ubject and a dc\clopmen1 of an integrative research paradigm. 

11 is also ob1ious 1hat by defining the personal ~elling proce,s a, an inter-
action, the role\ of both seller and buyer are obscured. To date, 1he va~t 
bulk of attemion has centered on con,umcr behavior. Early theory-based 
research virtually ignored the beha\ ior of the party 5elling IO the cu,tomer 
(Lut2, 1978). More recent re5earch has focu\ed on interactiom be1ween ,ale~ 
behavior, and aspects of lhe sales situation wi1h th!.! 5alesperson matching 
up sales , ituations with appropriate ,clling ,tratcgie, (Sujan. Weill, & Su-
jan. 1988). 

Marketing mix decisions made at upper echelon, of !he firm form the com-
petitive ,tance of 1he firm in 1he marketplat·e. As part of this prncc,5, the 
objectives set forlh for marketing are used in planning promo1ional ,tra1egy 
and in lurn ~ales 5lrategy. Direction of lhe ,ale, activities manifc~,s itself 
for the salesperson in the sale, plan drawn up for each CU\tomer (Kurtz, 
Dodge, & Klompmakcr, 1988). The emphasis on interac1ion with 1he cus-
tomer in lhe role of buyer ignores the goal-directed or purposeful role a 
salesperson has as part of the company's marketing and promotional mixes. 
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It also ~hifts attention away from preparation that promotes selling efficien-
cy and effectiveness to reaction on the part of the salesperson. 

In line with t~i~ conce~tualization of the salesperson and the increasing 
concern for selling effecovencss. the proposed model presents a logical ex-
planatory structuring of pos~ible seller-buyer situations in a ~alesperson-
customer relationship. The principal assertion of the proposed model is that 
selling efficacy results from application of appropriate selling strategies or 
more appropriate selling tactic~ over a ~cries of ~cller-buyer situations aimed 
at development and continuance of a salesperson-customer relationship. 

Pc·rsonal Selling :I\ F\.d1angl' 

The basis of marketing is the exchange relationship (Alderson, 1965; Bagoz-
zi, 197-t, 1975, 1978, 1979; Hunt. 1976. 1983; Kotler, 1972). The personal 
selling process is frequently cited in the marketing literature as a restrictive 
exchange involving two-party reciprocal relationships. The tendency is to 
think of seller, a, belonging to one category and buyers in quite a different 
and separate category. In actuality, however. the t\\0 parties. ,eller and buyer, 
are mutually interdependent with competition forcing the consumer orien-
tation of selling efforts (Ho"ard 1983). 

Ekeh ( I 974). described two characterbt ic, of restrictive exchange that are 
,alient to the salesperson-customer relationship. One is the effort to main-
tain equality in the relatiomhip. The other is the attempt to balance activi-
ties and exchange ite1m. Both of thc\e characteristics are e\ ident in the 
,alesperson-customer relationship. rhe sale~person recognizes the need to 
satisfy needs and \\ants if the customer is to become a repeat customer. The 
customer, on the other side of the exchange, \alue~ the ,ale,person a, a key 
\Ource of information, a provider of a~~i~tann: in recogniLing need~ and 
wants. as weJI a~ a potential ~upplicr of products and ~ervices that can satis-
fy defined needs and \\ants. Wi1hout balance in the exchange relationship, 
one of the partie~ "ill in all probabilit} breal-. off the arrangement and initi-
ate a ne,\ exchange. 

The quid pro quo mc-ntality embodied in exchange is seen in the ,alesper-
,on seeking to ~ell (exchange) a product or ,ervicc only if the price is greater 
than the co~t, of manufacturing and marl-eting. On the other side of the 
relatiomhip, the cu,tomer \\ ill buy (exchange) a product or servke only if 
the perceived \alue is greater than the price paid. 

One difficulty in applying the exchange paradigm to marl-.eting, and espe-
cially the salesperson-customer relationship, is the idea of equilibrium in each 
personal selling situation. Obviously, in any one ,ales situation there will be 
areas or both agreement and disagreement. A, an example. agreement may 
be reached on product ~peci fications, but not price; or agreement may be 
reached on product and price. but not order quantity or the timing of deliv-
ery. If we view this exchange at cit her of these points, there is an imbalance, 
and the relationship is not mutually beneficial. To continue the salcsperson-
cuMomer relationship, adjustments must be made to obtain equilibrium, as 
the alternative is a break off in negotiations and no further sales situations 
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and no salesperson-customer relationship. These adjustments to resolve differ-
ences and at1ain equilibrium are the essence of selling aml the application 
of skills by the salesperson. Succe,s for the salesperson can be define<l as 
auaining equilibrium in each ,ucceeding 5ales situation so as to further the 
salesperson-customer relationship within the parameters of company policy 
and obtain eontinue<l sales. Thus. the salesperson-customer relationship as 
represented by a sequence of sales situation, is not linear but rather <lynamic. 

Another difficulty in using the concept of exchange is that it is more 1han 
the mere transfer of a product or service for money (Bagoai, 1975). Its oc-
currence is determined in part by endogenous an<l cxogenou, variables af-
fecting the behavior of both parties and in turn shaping the outcome of the 
exchange. The role\ of seller an<l buyer respectively arc e lements of a social 
influence process \\ ith the underlying endogenous and exogenous variable~ 
influencing the subjective probabilitie, of outcome, (BagoZ7i. 1974), of ,ale 
situations, and ultimately the salcsperson-cu~tomer relation,hip. For e.\am-
plc, the sale of PC'~ 10 a ,chool system IA ill hinge on school board authori-
zation that is in turn dependen1 on pa,sage of a school levy proposal. 

PC'r onal Sdling as a fran,actional F'\changr 

This article argue, that personal ,elling situation, - a, represented by the 
salesperson-customer relationship - arc transactional exchanges a, distin-
guished from social interactiom. l\.1cacham ( 1974) propo,e, that exchanges, 
such a, the onc5 that occur between a ,eller and a buyer, arc transactions 
and as such can be dc5crihcd a, primary activitie, IA ith the partic5 to the tram-
action being derived or sei.:ondary. The sak5pcr,on and the cu,tomcr enter 
into thc exchange rela1ion,hip by taking on the roles of seller an<l buyer rcspct.:-
tively. Ith not, therefore, a social exchange with shared ,aluc, and norrm. 
but rather a purposi~e exchange. The salcspcr5on enter; into the relation-
'ihip with a goal, liJ..ewi.,e thi: cu,tomer. The cu,tomcr in the role of buyer 
has ccrta111 neeus, want5 that may be ill-defined. The salesper,on in the role 
of seller want5 to be thi: supplier of thc,c need51\\ants <lefini:tl in tcrrm of 
goaf5 wuhin the parameters ~ct forth by rnmpany policy. It i5 the,c goals 
I hat maJ..c either the salesperson or cu5to111er set up the rclation5hip and tak.: 
on the role of seller or buyer. Interaction,. on the other han<l. are <lerivcd 
activi1ie5 with the parti.;5 mvolved being primary and independent of each 
other. The emphasis s hift; from role5 ol ~elkr and buyer each with their 
re5pective goals to matching up indi, iduah who arc imolv..:d in a ,.:!ling (buy-
ing) situat ion. 

Viewing the 5alespt>rson-customcr relat ionship as a transaction moue!. 
rather than an interaction, clearly underlini:, the primacy of the ,ct of rela-
tions in exchange and the deri,ed nature of 1lw l\\O partie,. The l\\O part ies 
in the roles of the seller and buyer are continually changing dcri, at ions of 
an ongoing activity or transaction as oppose<l 10 static element, acting upon 
each other (Meacham, 1974). Comistent with this , the ,aksperson and cus-
tomer in a selling situation are in1errela1e<l through a 5CI of exchange rda-
tionships between ~cllcr and buyer. The~c exchange relaliomhips can be 
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identified as goals of either party for entering into the e)(change transaction 
that in turn generate the roles of seller and buyer. 

The boundary between the two parties, seller and buyer, is cont inually 
redrawn as a function of the development of the e)(change over time with 
successive selling situation~ (Kitchener, 1985). Affecting the boundary will 
be varying degrees of product and supplier familiarity, competencies in in-
fluence and buying techniques, and shifts in relative power. Thus, balance 
is not present in each selling situation, but ~ought through successive selling 
situations. Otherwise, the salesperson-customer relationship is broken off. 

Sl'ller and Bu)cr Goals 

Exchanges between a salesperson and a customer occur under the impetus 
of two broad classificatiom of goals or outrnme~ that form the relationships 
of exchange. This is illustrated in Figure I. 

From the standpoint or the salesperson in the role of seller, the relation-
ships of exchange can be categorized into three broad areas - initiation, 
capture, and maintenance. From the standpoint of the customer as a buyer, 
the three general exchange relationships are , olution of an existing or antici-
pated problem, attainment of a purchasing objective, and enhancement or 
adding value. 

Both the salesper~on and the cu~tomer become parties to an exchange trans-
action and take on the roles of seller and buyer to fulfill these goals or out-
comes. The exchange relationship~ determine the appropriate seller and buyer 
role, for salesperson and customer in each sales situation. This differs from 
the traditional conceptualization of the salesperson-customer relationship as 
directive behavior to pro\'ide a mutually beneficial ,olution to a problem. 
For example, a potential cuMomcr may be unaware of a ~olution to a problem 
or may solve the problem in question with a different type of product (steel 
instead of plastic). In an initial or first-sale ~ituation, the salesperson has 
the selling job of defining and creating cognizance or this problem or in-
troducing a different wlution to the problem in the form of his/ her product. 
The salesperson mu~t also establish the basis for a continuance of the 
salesperson-customer relationship. Typically, rhi~ is achieved by making com-
parisons between product or service types (e.g. cellular phone versus answer-
ing service) or between product type and unfulfilled need or want (e.g. cellular 
phone ver~u~ no attempt to maintain communications link when away from 
office). 

A salesperson, in attempting to convert a customer, must demonstrate a 
differential advantage to displace a competitor's brand of product or serv-
ice as well as establish the basis for a salesperson-customer relationship. The 
~elective differential may be the physical, complementary, and symbolic fea-
tures of the product itself, the salesperson's company as a supply source, 
and/or the salesperson himself or herself. In customer maintenance, the 
salesperson attempts to keep selling to an existing customer tbrough rein-
forcement of the salesperson-customer relationship. The outcome is continu• 
ation of the salesperson-customer relationship in terms of repurchase. 
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The cu~tomcr enter~ into an exchange transaction ~eeking outcome~ that 
bring sati~faction of nc"cds or wants. One outcome i~ the 50lution to an ex-
isting or antidpated problem. For example, a customer needs a material chat 
\\ ill resisc corro~ion. Another outcome is Che attainmc111 of an objective. Ex-
amples of possible objectives include a reduction in the weight of a product, 
faster delivery in 5mallcr quantities, and reduce ion in cosc~ of direct maceri-
als used in a product produced by the customer's firm. A third ouccome for 
the customer is enhancement or adding value. Paint, wallpaper, furniture, 
and accessories are among the items purchased to enhance a home. Compo-
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ncnt parts are purchased by OEM's to enhance finished products, making 
them more functional and more ~alcable. 

Application 

An application of the model to the per~onal selling process is illustrated 
in Figure 2. The specifa personal ~clling tasks are inherent in each of the 
nine possible selling situations. Selling performance results from the appli-
cation of effort to the specific personal selling tasks as mediated by differ-
ences in the matchup of goab for the ~alesperson and rn~tomer that determine 
~eller and buyer roles, respectively. In other words , the amount of personal 
~elling effort applied to a selling task depend~ upon ,, hich of the nine selling 
~ituations the salcsper~on i~ confro nted with and not the particular customer. 
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Va l ue Addition 
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FI GURE 2 MODEL OF SALESPERSON-CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP 
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Logically, the mix of selling tasks will vary with each selling situation. In 
making an initial sale, customer analysis will undoubtedly be stressed, par-
ticularly when the customer•~ goal as a buyer is to find a solution to a problem. 
When the salesperson is attempting to convert business, preparation, presen-
tation, and closing all have increased relative importance, with closing being 
perhaps the most important when the cus10mer's goal is cost reduction in 
purchasing. Customer maintenance is almost synonymous with building fu-
ture sales, but the salesperson needs to be concerned with customer analysis 
as the needs and wants of a cuMomer as well as the customer's position in 
the market are undergoing continuous change. 

Implications and Condusiom, 

In addition to dewloping and illustrating a personal selling paradigm, the 
authors have proposed a nc11. approach to the identification and structuring 
of selling situat ions. The integration of selling si tuation and personal selling 
tasks is required to accommodate the various problems and opportunities 
that are faced by practitioners. 

Selling effectivene~~ is a product of the salesperson's use of the personal 
selling process in the defined selling situations. Whether a salesperson is ef-
fective depends upon: ( 1) his or her abilities to fit the personal selling process 
to a seller-buyer relationship defined in terms of exchange relationships (cus-
tomer analysis); and (2) his or her competence in the other identified task, 
as ~pelled out in the per~onal ~elling process. 

The two input constraints (personal selling tash and fit of the per,onal 
selling task to selling situation) ~uggest various mca,urcment, of selling ef-
fectiveness other than the output-oriented generation of sale, volume. For 
example, continued practice and/ or training in a personal selling iask such 
a, presentation or closing can be evaluated by ~ales management. Focusing 
on input construd, can also help to uncover potential adverse long-term ef-
fects that arc masked by positive short-term effects (WeitL, Sujan & Sujan, 
1986). For example, a salesper~on may rely heavily on personality and reac-
tive ability to obtain sales and not put forth any effort to develop compe-
tence in personal selling tash. As a consequcm·e, fir~t-time sale~ arl' 
forthcoming, but no stbtaining relationships arc forthcoming and no repeat 
sales. 

Further, categorization of ~elling situa tions permits comparable evalua-
tiom of selling effectiveness. Instead of e\ aluating performam:e aero~, ,ell-
ing situations. sales management can control \\hat heretofore ha, been a 
noncontrollablc variable, namel, the ~elling situation, and focu, o n perfor-
mance in the personal selling process and the fit of the tasl..s in the ,elling 
process to a particular selling situation. In turn, this will shift the emphasis 
in sale, performance from adaptability and the traits that facilitate the func-
tioning of salespeople in diffe rent selling situations to the more reali st ically 
defined tasks of selling. This wi ll provide an opportunity to evaluate the im-
pact of experience, learning, and training on ,clling effectiveness. This will 
strengthen professionalism of ~elling and at the same time remove some 
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implicit rcst rictiom that seemingly limited sale5 candidates to those possess-
ing a certain type of sale~ personality. 

The proposed model also 5uggcsts a m:v. direction for research on per-
sonal selling. Research on the relationship ha~ focused on the relevant charac-
teri~tics of salespeople and cu5tomer5 as they interact in 5clling situations. 
It has tended to neglect the conceptualization of the relationship as a trans-
actional exchange rather than an interaction. More rc~carch attention needs 
to be directed toward the selling procc~s a5 a ta\k-oricntcd activity and the 
~elling situation as a tramaction rather than an interaction. The proposed 
nc,1 direction challenges traditional conceptualization of personal selling and 
the role of the saksperson in hopes of meeting the need for greater selling 
efficacy in the future. Hopefully the rational.: put forth here will encourage 
further de\'elopment n:finement. 
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